UTS NOBEL EXHIBITION SITE KEY

1. 'CREATIVE INDIVIDUALS' THEATRETTE – showing videos and objects pertaining to individual laureates.
2. NOBEL E-MUSEUM – online interactive Nobel database
3. NOBEL DATABASE – offline interactive database of laureates
4. NOBEL LAUREATES 2006
5. ALFRED NOBEL AND HIS TIME – a portrait of Alfred Nobel as a world citizen, technological optimist and idealist; Medals and Diplomas
6. THE AUDIO PAVILION – speeches and lectures
7. THE CAMBRIDGE PAVILION
8. NOBEL'S WILL AND DEATH MASK
9. OBJECTS THEATRES x 2, showing objects belonging to individuals and milieu
10. WOMEN NOBEL LAUREATES
11. THE NOBEL SYSTEM – models of prize-awarding institutions and video offer a glimpse of the inner world of the Prize
12. A CENTURY OF NOBEL PRIZES – 10 showcases each for a decade of the Prize
13. A PARADE OF NOBEL LAUREATES – more than 700 prize winners presented through portrait
14. THE LIGHT WALL – a sculpture representing networking, by X and Y using fibre optics
15. THE DINNER SETTING – an installation of Nobel table settings and video
16. CREATIVE MILIEUX THEATRETTE – showing videos about various historically creative milieux
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